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Swami:  What’s your schedule, guys? What’s going on, Paul? 
Morning everybody waking up by 6:30, 7, 8, some people maybe 9 
o’clock. From 5:30, 6 a.m. enjoy the morning hours until 7:30 – really 
good breeze. By 9, 9:30 again back to your rooms. Showing up again 
lunch hours. Back again inside your rooms at 1:00. By 4 pm again out. 
After Arati take a pretty good sleep. It’s not that healthy. How many 
people don’t have the ACs? That’s a lot. I’m really missing Europe - 
its very good climate.  
 
Eric: Winter it’s very cold too.  
 
Swami: I know that end, how horrible it is too. How many days until 
we have to go again?  
 
Tatyana:  On the eighth so in five days.  
 
Swami: This eight, nine days after coming back from Europe, going 
to Hampi, back, again going to Hyderabad, hitting Bangalore, again 
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coming back last night 3 a.m. - chapati. So what subject is running in 
the University right now?  
 
Students: Sri Chakra and Monday starting the Holy Womb Process. 
 
Swami: Then after that?  
 
Student: Inner Elements.  
 
Swami: You have to pull me guys, to give a little talk on certain 
subjects. You’re not giving me a chance. The senior students you’re 
talking, “Let Swami take a rest.” If I keep taking rest, maybe I might 
forget the subject. You have to pull me, like whenever I have little 
free time and just come back. I have to see how you’re going to teach. 
The Womb Chakra Ann talked the subject - I clarified it. It’s nice. I 
have total confidence on the senior students they’ll do the job. I’m 
giving new concept today. It’s not concept, it’s a homework - create 
one thousand questions all your group: 
What is Tirupati? 
What is the power hidden in Tirupati? 
Who created Sri Chakra? 
How many bijakshras are in Sri Chakra? 
What is the purpose of Sri Chakra? 
What is the purpose of the Womb Chakra? 
Who is Adi Shankaracharya? 
Who is Shirdi Baba? 
What is aghora? 
What does it mean by Bhairavi Mata Yogas? 
Why this Penukonda is so special? 
Why 365 temples were created in Penukonda? 
Who is Krishnadeva Raya? 
What is the link between Krishnadeva Raya and Penukonda and 
Hampi? 
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Why he created in Hampi major Shiva Temple there? And same 
Krishnadeveraya built the Golden Temple in Tirupati with lot of gold 
jewelry, one part is Shiva, one part is Vishnu. 
What are the strokes of Mother Divine? 
How much is the reality of illusions? 
How many types of illusions of the Mother? 
Which part we need to be very careful? 
Why the people aren’t able to connect Shiva? 
Why Jesus Channels got failure? 
How many channels Jesus really did? 
What are the top miracles he did? 
What is the mechanism? 
Who is Shirdi Baba and his mechanisms? 
Why his behavior is like that? 
Like these type of questions, just I gave one hundred questions. Like 
a one thousand questions, a little booklet, gives you a little outline, 
some clarity what you’re doing. The bullet questions subject wise, 
one thousand or two thousand questions, one question then 
explanation there then you have little awareness. That book, question 
and answer - like Ramana Maharshi has little interview book, you see 
it? The book needs to be done by Guru Purnima. Like Myuri will ask 
to Swami her top fifty, sixty questions. Tatyana her fifty, sixty 
questions. Constanze thirty questions. Like a personal interaction 
with Swami then it gives the more awareness.  
I saw in Switzerland majority new students. They’re very eager, their 
hearts are open - they want to learn it. In Berlin, yes, I really thought 
the people might go a little crazy because of the Eastern Germany got 
split, and the people’s set-up might still not be that much awake. I 
talked very gently, very openly - some punches I gave. Switzerland 
pretty good I lifted it. Next week in Beuerhof… in Beuerhof really 
taking off – straight take off.  
From your side, once I came back from Germany, everyday just one, 
two hours try to get together to come up with questions. Doesn’t 
matter, it can be simple, normal questions. The people need to be 
very interested. Why Swami has to sleep near the fire-pit? His cot is 
there, what is the reason? To Swami’s swing, the northeast side 
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Hanuman’s statue is there. It should be this side, southwest side, 
more weight. Why he chose it that side? To my swing the Shiva Cave 
is northwest – go in a Vaastu point. In a Vaastu top fifty, sixty 
questions like simple things. Even the simple things you want to give 
clarity to the people.  
Listening to the knowledge is not the great thing. Who is asking the 
sharp questions - that is the great thing! Raising good questions, 
creating a question in a beautiful way, you are the smart. If you’re not 
creating any questions, if you’re not putting your mind to work, 
forever you are there. Doesn’t matter if you’re ten, twenty years with 
me, you’re still there. You have to ask as much as you can. You did 
your articles Ganga? I told you to write something about Penukonda?  
 
Ganga:  Almost done.  
 
Swami:  When will it be done?  
 
Ganga:  Soon.  
 
Swami: That’s my answer, always, ‘soon, soon,’ Make it quicker. 
Clear?  When it will be done?  
 
Ganga:  By Guru Purnima.  
 
Swami: The book needs to be printed by Guru Purnima, but the 
questions again with me we’re sitting there, again chit-chatting. 
Somebody’s typing it, printing it, giving as a book. How many days 
you need? Constanze are you hearing me? How many questions can 
you raise up?  
 
Constanze:  Hopefully more and more.  
 
Swami:  Like a hundred?  
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Constanze:  No, a lot.  
 
Swami: Like you’re questioning me, you go as much as you can 
really good punches. I’m ready to face it, put it that way. You can go 
even depth, I’m giving the chance first edition. Next again, second 
edition, third edition pretty good everything is there. You can go on 
Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Vedas, Upanishads - the guru’s 
lifestyles. 
 
Constanze: So it’s possible for us to have satsang to discuss 
questions? 
 
Swami: That’s I’m saying, chit-chatting. Sorry, you use the English 
word satsang - can be everyday morning taking a coffee, sitting, 
having a satsang, create your questions.  
 
Myuri:  We do this instead of the class? 
 
Swami:  Yes, this is priority.  
 
Myuri:  And that means everybody here? 
 
Swami:  Yes, and don’t give your answers. Let me give my answers. 
Then you clarify your answers.  
 
Myuri: We still have about three hundred questions from last 
University that never got answered.  
 
Swami: Add that. One whole night just we’re sitting, completing by 
morning. No problem, ok? Time for Aarti.  
 
 

End of Talk 
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